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Phase 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify (or revise) prioritized standards for core content areas (ELA, math, science, social
studies) with teacher design teams.
Create (or revise) proficiency scales for core content areas with teacher design teams.
Obtain feedback and refine the prioritized standards and proficiency scales, as design team
teachers begin trying them with students.
Draft an initial implementation and communication plan. Consider sharing the draft plans with
key leaders.
Begin to educate the board of education (BOE) about the nature of the curriculum work and the
timeline.
Engage in learning opportunities (conference attendance, book studies, etc.) about the topic of
standards-based learning for key leaders
Work with technology staff for electronic storing and access of prioritized standards and
proficiency scales.
Enlist Consultants as needed.

Phase 2

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seek electronic feedback from core content teachers not on the teacher design teams about
prioritized standards and proficiency scales.
Teacher design teams review feedback on prioritized standards and proficiency scales, revise, and
respond as necessary. Consider drafting a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) document based
upon responses from teacher design teams.
Request design team teacher leaders begin field-testing prioritized standards and proficiency
scales with students.
Train teacher design teams in assessment literacy practices around validity, reliability, and fairness
for classroom assessments.
Align quality classroom assessments with prioritized standards and proficiency scales for core
content areas with teacher design teams.
Continue revising proficiency scales for core areas, as beginning implementation efforts with
classroom assessment deem it necessary.
Set up and train inter-rater reliability processes with teachers for subjective classroom
assessments.
Share strategies for intra-rater reliability while evaluating assessments.
Identify (or revise) prioritized standards for all other content areas.
Create (or revise) proficiency scales for all other content areas.
Engage in learning opportunities (conference attendance, book studies, etc.) about the topic of
standards-based learning for additional implementation leaders (teachers on design teams,
building leaders, district leaders).
Communicate initial implementation and communication plan with key leaders (teachers on
design teams, building leaders, district leaders).
Continue to educate and update the board of education (BOE) about the nature of the curriculum
and assessment work and the corresponding timeline.
Continue with technology staff for electronic storing and access of prioritized standards,
proficiency scales, and classroom assessments.
Enlist Consultants as needed.
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Phase 3
• Align quality classroom assessments with prioritized standards and proficiency scales for
other content areas using teacher design teams.
• Obtain feedback and refine the prioritized standards and proficiency scales, as design team
teachers begin trying them with students.
• Continue revising proficiency scales for other areas, as beginning implementation efforts
with classroom assessments deem it necessary.
• Seek electronic feedback from non-core content teachers not on the teacher design teams
about prioritized standards and proficiency scales.
• Teacher design teams review feedback on prioritized standards and proficiency scales,
revise, and respond as necessary. Consider drafting a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
document based upon responses from teacher design teams.
• Request design team teacher leaders begin field-testing non-core prioritized standards and
proficiency scales with students.
• Continue to train staff in assessment literacy practices around validity, reliability, and
fairness (as needed).
• Continue to conduct inter-rater reliability processes with teachers for subjective classroom
assessments (as needed).
• Bring along teachers of exceptional students for adjusting proficiency scales for SPED, EL,
and GT.
• Conduct inter-rater reliability processes with teachers for subjective classroom
assessments.
• Announce implementation and share written implementation plans with all staff for
prioritized standards, proficiency scales, and classroom assessments.
• Decide as to your needs for a pacing guide.
• Assemble a standards-based learning (SBL) guiding team.
• Discover existing grading practices and beliefs within your system pre K–12.
• Establish core beliefs with lead teachers and leader teams about SBL.
• Decide upon the SBL roll-out (K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12). Will this be in phases and stages or all
at once?
• Enlist consultants as needed.
• Continue to educate and update the board of education (BOE) about the nature of the work
and the timeline.
• Require teachers to use proficiency scales for core content areas with students. Gather
empirical evidence and make any necessary modifications.
• Begin working with technology staff for electronic reporting documents, supports, and
systems.
• Self-reflect.
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Phase 4
• Seek electronic feedback from core content teachers not on the teacher design teams about
classroom assessments.
• Establish “scouts” to learn and explore about other schools' and districts' grading
implementation efforts.
• Announce implementation and share written implementation plans with all staff.
• Fully implement proficiency scales in determined grade levels and phases.
• Fully implement common classroom assessments in determined grade levels and phases.
• Align quality classroom assessments with prioritized standards and proficiency scales for
non- core content areas with teacher design teams.
• Continue revising proficiency scales for non-core areas, as beginning implementation efforts
with classroom assessment deem it necessary.
• Set up and train inter-rater reliability processes with teachers for non-core subjective
classroom assessments.
• Share strategies for intra-rater reliability while evaluating assessments.
• Organize learning opportunities for all staff.
• Share belief statements.
• Involve parents.
• Implement new reporting for established grades and phases.
• Provide BOE members opportunities to observe phased grades and continued updates and
information.
• Conduct focus groups with students and parents about prioritized standards, use of
proficiency scales, and classroom assessments.
• Begin tracking correlations between and among proficiency scales, common assessments,
statewide assessments.
• Finalize any needs within your technological grading system.
Phase 5
• Train new staff.
• Provide refreshers for existing staff.
• Conduct focus groups with students and parents about SBL and reporting.
• Train new parents.
• Train new BOE members.
• Implement proficiency scales in next determined grade levels and phases.
• Implement common classroom assessments in next determined grade levels and phases.
• Implement new reporting for next established grades and phases.
• Continue tracking and monitoring correlations between and among proficiency scales,
common assessments, statewide assessments
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Communicating Effectively About Standards-Based Grading
Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Year Four
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Communicating Considerations
It is important to consider various communication types when
informing staff and parents about prioritized standards and
proficiency scales. A communication matrix, such as the one
below, can help determine which types of communication to use.
Consider each type of communication and assign a rating of low,
moderate, high, or variable (if results might vary).

Face-toFace

Impact

Immediacy

Time and Effort

Interactivity

High

Variable

High

High

Email
Handout or
print
Internet
Video

Notes:
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Why change practices?

Thinking About Your Message
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Aurora Central (CO) Student-Led Conference Preparation and Process
Student-Led Conference Preparation and Process
Before SLC Prep
● Several days before prep for SLC, teachers will provide students time to decide on one
assignment they are proud of from each class, including electives.
SLC Prep (2 Days in Advisory)
1. Students complete reflections for each class based on their current grade and progress.
2. Students set goals for next steps.
3. Students organize portfolios for SLC.
4. Students pair up and practice their SLC with a partner (10-minutes max. per class).
5. Advisors assist students with completion of SLC prep and provide feedback.
SLC Day
● Students make sure their portfolios are organized and ready for SLC.
SLC Evening
● Parents and Students attend conferences.*
● Students go to advisory teacher to get portfolios.
● Students lead the conferences.
● Teachers are facilitators and answer questions students and parents may have.
* If parents do not attend SLC night, students are expected to complete their SLC at home and
have their parents sign the reflection. Reflections are returned to their advisor.

Aurora Central HS, 2017
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